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ON THE HOLOMORPHS OF SOLUBLE GROUPS OF FINITE RANK 
1. Diwussi~n of the main results 
In ] l-3], hlerzljakov shows that the holomorph of a polycyclic group has a faith- 
ful representation of finite degree i>ver the integers 2, and in ]I ] Auslander proves, 
usdng tie-group techniques, that the automorphism group of a polycyclic group is 
finitely presented. in this paper we give alternative proofs of these two results, 
proofs that are simpler, but which also yield more information. 
We shall say that a group G has finite (Priifer) rank if there exists an integer I 
such that every finitely generated subgroup of G can be generated by Y elements. 
Let rr be any set of primes. Denote by !& the class of all groups G with 3 series of 
finite length whose factors are either free abelian r;rrf finite rank or abelian n-groups 
of finite rank or finite. clearly subgroups and quotient groups of !&-groups are 
p,,-groups. Also every torsion-free abelian ‘$,-group contains a free abclian subgrowp 
of finite rank module which the group is an abelian n-group of f’inite rsnk.T 0 is 
simply the class of poIycyclic-by-finite groups, and if (4’ denotes the set of ail 
priEes, then !&a is the class of soluble-by-finite groups of finite rank, a class denoted 
by 63 by a number of authors, notably Robinson [ 15].7k class of soluble-by- 
finite minimsx groups is 
The above notation is an adaption of that of H&e [b]. Write R, for the subring 
Z[Ilp;pEn]ofQ. 
We obtain immediately the following three corollaries of Theorem 1.1, the first 
of which, for the special case where G is also nilpotent, is due to &gal [lb] . 
ss 
A direct proof of I.4 based on our methods would be substantially shorter than 
Mereljakrrs’s origintil one. Also we shall 11ot assume the representability of polycy- 
clic groups even over a ticld: indeed this 41 be a corollary of‘ our results. Incident- 
ally, proofs that P finite extension of a torsion-free salublc group of tlnitc rank has 
a faithful representation [If finite degree over Q are given it] (81 and 11 11; see also 
(17, pp. 25--4x3]. 
Tire restriction ta torsion-fret-by-finite groups in 1 .I is necessary even in the 
most elementary cases. Suppose that G is the direct product of an infinite cyclic 
groups ,Y and 3 Prtifer p”-group P. If r = Aut G, Z = Aut X, II = Aut P and Z = 
Wom(~,P), then r is isomorphic to the split extension r of S by Z X 11, where the 
latte: lrcts on Z, in the obvious notation, by 
You 2: is isrjmorphic to P, c TO if p is any faithful representation f r of finite degree 
over a f’teld, then t: p is absolutely compietcly reducible [ 17, 2.2, 1.61 and so 
&?Z’~~~T) is finite by f 17. I. 121. Clearly this is false. Hence r is isomorphic to no 
Iirie;~r group whatever. 
Since in the above exampie G is abclian, the outer tutomorphism group of G 
does nrjt have 3 faithful representation of finite degree over a field. The point of this 
remarC.. is that the outer automorphism group of a ternikov group does not have 
such a representation, for example over C (see f 121 or 17.3.38)). It is very easy to 
check ‘I:hat he infinite locally dihedral 2-group LIZ- ( see (7, 5 1 .I) ) is a Eernikov 
group ‘whose automorphism group has no faithful representation f finite dcgrec 
over any field (for essentially the same reason that Aut G abalre does not). 
Qur second theorem is the following generalization of the result of Auslander 
quoted above. 
1 S. Theo~m. Let G be a p&cyclic-by-finite group with auromotphism gtoup r 
and suppose that X, X,, . . . . Xr is a finite collection of subgroups of Hal G such 
that X,, A’,, . . . . Xr me pol~?c~clic-b2-f2rtite. 77aen 
In 1 .S above one could replace C,.(X) by an intersection of centralizers. but since 
an intersection of~entralizcrs is 3 centralizer, there is no gain. If X is a polycyclic-by- 
finite subgroup of the holomorph of the group G in I S, then it follows from 1.5 that 
iV#-) and C&k’) are booh finitely presented. It is an immediate consequence of this 
that X&%~ICI.(X) is also finitely presented. The latter group is a sort of relative auto- 
morphism group of .Y. If we no longer assume that A’ is polycyciic-by-finite, then I .5 
still intplies that C,.Q,V) is finitely presented, but now N,(X) and N&Y)&.(X) need 
not even be finitely generated. This phenomenon can occur moreover even ifG is a 
very straightforward group, su& as a free abelian group of rank 2, as 1.6 below shows. 
1.6. Example. I. = GU2,Z) contains a subgroup X such that X = N1_(X) and such 
that X/CL(X) is not finitely generated. 
While discussing finitely presented linear groups we give a negative answer to a 
question of Serge Lang. In the final sentence of his book [9) on diophantine geometry 
L;ing asks whether a tinitely presented linear group P of characteristic 0 necessarily 
has an injective specialization into a linear group over the algebraic closure A of Q. 
The answer is no, and in a strong sense. 
1.7. Example. There exists a finitely presented metabeliarr linear group P over C that 
has no faithful representation of finite degree over A. 
The construction of the group P in 1.7 depends on certain i?rge unipotent groups. 
Hence it might be reasonable to hope that the following has a positive answer: IfP 
is a jinitel’ presented subgroup of GL(n, C) each of whose elements is diugonalizable, 
does P have a foithfd representation of finite degree over A (und hence over Q)? If 
so. does P eve’4rl huve an injective specialization over A? 
1.8. Notation and conventions 
Let G be a graup, S a subset of G and H a subgroup of G. We use the following 
notation: G’ denotes the derived group of G, C&3) the centralizer of S in G, IV&S) 
the normalizer of S in G, Aut G the automorphism group of G, Ho1 G the holomorph 
of G, 7~ (G) the Fitting subgroup of G, n(C) the set tf primesp for which G contains 
an element of orderp, ISl the cardinal@ ofS and (C : H) the index off{ in C. 
If R is an integral domain and G is a subgroup of Cl&R), then G” denotes the 
connected component of C containing I in the topology induced on C by the Zariski 
topalogy, u(G) the unique maximal unipotent normal subgroup of G (this notation 
is also used when C more generally is a group of modt:le automorphisms over a com- 
mutative ring) and for S a subset of GL@,R), dR(S) is the intersection of the 
Zariski-closed subgroups of GL(n.N j containing S. Trt (n,R) denotes the group of 
n X n lower triangular matrices over R with all their diagonal entires 1. 
Mappings throughout are written on the right. If G is a group and ifg F G and 
y E Aut G, then we have usually written gr rather tharr m for the image cfg under 
q- in order to facilitate calculations in the hulomorph. 
2. Rcpresen tations of holomorphs 
The key lemma in this section is the foilrrwing resuft, which says that the auto- 
morphism group c3f the group G in Theorem I. 1 is substantially smailer 5ian one 
nli&a at first suspct. Certain infinite factors of G are “almost centralized’” by 
Atrt G. 
‘We ,my asmm that ,V z XW, i.e., that #i is torsion-free. Let y E r and set 
M,, ‘2: (;?I, 7) C Hot G. Then ,%l,E bgq and z(Jf, ) is finite. Hence by a theorem of 
Md'cev (cf, f 15, 3.25.9.34)  AI, is nitpotent-by-abelian-by=finitc. Further, if A’, = 
q&11, ). then 3f n X3 (z 3’. Consequently. M i? XX, = A’, and Aj and ,4f&LVA’, ;tre 
M,-isomorphic. Thus if I’ dftnutes the index of an abelian normal subgroup of M,,IY, _.. .__ 
t>f ‘lnite index, then [AT, ff = ( 1). But AI is torsion-free abelian, so [:cfr. y’] = 
IL@, 7’1’ and [.a. 7’1 = ( 1 I. This says that 7’ E c,(l&) and consequently that _.._ 
r/C&W) is periodic. 
Jf we drop in 2.1 the requirement that n(G j is finite and replace ql(M) by the 
Hirsch--Florkin radical of A!, then the lemma remains true. For the automorphism 
group of a soluble-by-finite group G to be isomurphic to a linear group, G must nc- 
ccssarily satisfy something akin to 2.1, as the following proposition shows. 
2.2. Proposition. Ler G be a sdtible-&Jr-finite group and for s0me comnu lalive 
lbethekm ring R ati fbitely generated R-modtde V suppose that r = Aut G is iw- 
mWPhic to a fub@w~ of AutR Iv. Then dter@ exisls u churacseristic subgroup M of 
G’ of finite index cwnmining N = q(G) such that l”+/C,.(M/iV) S’S finite. 
bd’. TritialIy the centre of G lies in N, so it suffices to find such a subgroup M in 
the inner automorphism group of G and then take its fuil inverse image in G. Since 
unipotent groups over R are nilpotent [ 17, f 3.61 we will have r&f) C ~&W) and the 
foliating iemma completer; the proof. 
Roof. By standard techniques (see [ 17, cfm. 13, especially 13.2 and 13.31) we can re- 
duce the problem to the case where [I is 3 subgniup of CL.+(I#) for some positive 
integer ~lt and some algebraically closed field P=. 
By the Lie-Xolchin Theorem f17, 5.81, M = Go is triangularkable. Let &f denote 
the Zariski closure of iii in G L(lr, 1;3. Then Ii normalizes&& and there exists [ 17, 6.41 
a rational representation p of!Aij with kernel u(& It follows fram [ 17, 7.3, 14.X] 
and the triangulitrizability that ,%I p is an abdian &group, so by [ 17, 1. I Z (and ?. 1 )] 
the grrlup (IBI) pIC4~jw1G ‘.’ (.Mp ) is t’inite. Therefore H/C~~(~~~/t~(~W)) is tini te. Clearly 
jM, c/,(.Gji’ti(;il))] r_ M fl U(%) = l&U). 
2.4. Remark. In [ to]. Segd shws that the automorphism group of the restricted 
wreath product of a free abelian group ?I of rank 2 by itself is not isomorphic to any 
linear group. This he does by exhibiting a Z-generator soluble subgroup of this auto- 
morphism group that is n;jt nilpotent-by-abelisn-bqi-finite. Mure generally it Mows 
from 2.2 above that the automorph?sm grc::up r of Cct = A 1 U, where A is any non- 
trivial group and II is as above, is not isomorphic to any linear group. 
For suppose to the t*ontrary. Sincx the centre of W is triviai, c‘contain’j 3 copy of 
IV. and hence 117. 1O.Z I 1 yields that A is abelian. Thus the base group of W is equal 
to the Fitting subgroup of IV. it is very easy to see that Z = Aut H embeds into r, 
and indeed even into A$(/{). It follows easily now from 2.2 that 1i contains a charac- 
turistic subgroup A’ of finite index such that E/C’&) is fmite, a contradiction that 
proves the point. 
Roof. Write R for R, and let Zi denote the ith term of the upper central series of N. 
Now Zi/Zi,l is a torsion-free abeGan&group, and hence it contains a free abelian 
subgroup of finite rank rnodulo which %i/Z,_l is an abelian n-group. Hence .I’ con- 
tains a finitely generated subgroup K such that ZJZi_l (Zi n K) is :I n-group for each i 
Let g E hr. We claim that (gT//((g) n K) is a n-group. For by induction on the cl.~ 
of.2’ we may assume that there exists a positive n-number Q with $ = A for some 
z E Z 1 and k E A’. There exists a positive Ir-number b with zb E K:. Since z is central 
tn X we havefPb = zh@ f K and our contention is proved. 
Trivially C contains a finitely generated subgroup N with K C N and KV = G. We 
claim now that RG = RH f iti for every positive integer i. If g E G, then g = ILK for 
sume k E N and x EN. Thus 
g = h 4 h(x - 1) E RH + ?I \ 
and SO KC;’ = RH t 11. There exists a positive n-number c with xc E !A Now the map 
of&’ into n !rt z @vcn by y I-+ (_I* -- 1) + H 2 is a homomorphism, so xc - 1 zz c(x - - 1) 
(mod .I 2 ). I.Ter~e 
g - h = h( x - t ) E c- 1 h(x’ -.- t ) + II 2, 
and ccmseqwntly HG = RH + IF ?. Thus hr any positive integer i, 
Iti = ((RN n n ) t 11 ‘i’ c RN + tt ii!. 
and SC) RG = RH + II i for every i % 1. 
Trivially n 0 c &, so RG = RH + d and RG,Q” and RH/(RH n ai) are R-isomor- 
phic. Since (RN n a y’ C 0 j, it suffices to prove that RH(RH n 11 p is finitely gener- 
a: .I as Rmodule. For R = 2 this is a special case of [ 17, Point I on page 22 1. Since 
th: , ~mf given there uses only that 2 is a print-ipal ideal domain, the proof of 2.5 
in general may be completed in the same way. 
2.6. Lemma. Let G be a slbbgroup of CL&, R, ) with a unipotent normal :subgroup 
iV such that C/Y is jiniteiy generated. If r is a group of uutomcvphisms bf G such 
that [G, I?] C 121, then the subgrvup CT’ of Ho1 G /MS a faithful representation of 
finite degree over R, such that the image of N is unipotent. 
Proof. Write R for R,. The identity map on (3 induces an R-algebra homomorphism 
of RG into R, with kernel f say. tet II denote the ideal of R(3 genetated by the set 
A7 - I. Since N is a unipotent normal subgroup of G we have tt II (J f . Thus 
( II + t r C f . Let V’ denote the R-torsion-free quotient of RG/( tt + f r. Then V is __ 
an RG-module which. since RG/ C is R-tarsion-free, is faithful as C-module. 
N is in fact a !&-group since some conjugate of it lies in Tr (n,R). To see the 
latter, notice that [ 17, 1.2 I] implies that the split extension R n& cf the Tow space t 
of dimension over R by N is nilpotent. If ci denotes the intersection of Rcn) with 
the lqh term of the upper central series of R(“)N, then Ci is an R-submodule and 
C&_, is Z-torsion-free f 15 , X5]. It therefore is R-free and so a basis for R(“) can 
be chosen to run through the Cl* Thus N is a &-group. Hence 2.5 implies that V is 
finitely generated as R-module, and, being R-torsion-free, is therefore a free R-mo- 
dule of finite rank. Clearly VII n = {Oj, SON acts unipotently on V. 
r acts un RG by (C t+~g~)~ = Z a&, where cq E R, gi E G and 7 E I’. This makes 
RG into an R(Gi’)moduie. Ifg E G and 7 E r, then 
Hence tt + t is r-invariant, from which it follows that V is actually an R(Gr)- 
module. The natural map of RG onto V is one-to-one on G, and cieariy Gf acts 
faithfully on G 5 RG. f-fence V is a faithful GI%odule. 
2.7. Remark. If in addition to the hypotheses of 2.6 we have that for eachx EN 
and y E r there exists a positive integer with [s, ,r] = I, then AT acts unipotently 
on I’. For f t 3, 1.2 11 applied to the action of r on the upper central factors of IV 
yields that [JV, &VT] = ( I ) for some positive integer s. Let II i denote the ideal of 
RG generated by the set [A’, JW] -- I. so in the notation above 11 O = II . 
Let x E G, y E [A:, $VT’), u E 3 and y E r. Then 6 
_pI) 1) = *x~d .-- s =x( fx, 7 ] -” 1 )a’ t .3x( [a. y] - 1) + . ..(a --- i ) E 110. 
Thus (RG’fo7 1 ’ C no. t2fst.1. 
For any 11 and u in RG we have 
W) to? -. 1) = IIYu(Q? -- 1) 
An induction argument then yields 




It follows that 
(RG)‘QT - l If g II ;f * 
where t = 1 + jns(s + 1). (Incidentally in a special case of the above calculation 
given on [ 17, p. 231, f is wrongly derived as 1 t sn, and 1 am indebted to D. Segal 
for preventing me from perpetuating this error.) The above implies that C’(rzy--- 1)' 
= (0). Hence M acts unipotently on 1’. 
2.8. Proof of 1.1. Let G be a torsion-free-by-finite ‘@z-group and set R = R, . G WI:- 
tains characteristic subgroups M and IV such that G/M is finite, M/X is free a5elian 
of finite rank and N is torsion-free, nilpotent and equal to the Fitting subgroup of 
M (~uple [ 15,5.29.1] with the proof of [ 15,325) ). 
1xt c be the nilpotency class of A’ and 11 the augmentation ideal of .2’ in RY. By 
a theorem of Jennings ([S” 7.11, but see 2.10 below) the subgroupNn (1 + nc+l) 
of N periodic. But Er’ is torsion-free. so V = RN/n ~++l is faithful as N-module. By 2.5 
it is also finitely generated as R-module. If 7’ denotes the R-torsion submodule of V. 
then T & finite. Elementary stability-group theory shows that C’v( V/T) is finite and 
hence trivial. Thus V/T is an RN-module that is faithful as N-module and free of 
finite rank as R-module. 
Choose elements al. . ..* Q, of M that map onto a free basis of M/jV and set 
bf, ” (Q,, ,.,, Q~_~ >N, Deme by ai the automorphism of ;4fi induced by conjugation by 
Qis Xf Q, has finite order, then some positive power of Ui lies in the centre of Jf,,, and 
hence ;n /k’. This would contradict he torsion-freeness of ,4{/% and consequently ai 
has infinite order Thus for i = 1.2. . . . . I the group ir!i+t is isomorphic to the sub- 
groupMi (ari) uf HulM~. Trivially [+~ir] c II’ for each i. Repeated use of 2.b now 
shows that there exists a faithful representation ver R with finite degree of 
MCA,lt ,(Jf/‘.V). But by 2. I the index in Hal At of MCAcrt Mm_1/1/N’) is finite. so there 
exists a faithful representation f Ho1 M over R with finite degree (cf. the proof of 
fl7. x3]). 
By a well-known result on stability groups. G Aut &+4f) is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of the direct product of IG/;M/ copies of Hol i4f, the isomorphism being given 
simply by 
Y b-b q, l 1% x1)x&y,. 
Further C AUt &#fj has cnite index in Aut G. Thus we can construct a faithful re- 
presentation of Aut G over R of finite degree. The following lemma completes the 
pr,oof of the theorenx (‘Merzljakov completes his proof of 1.4 in the same way.) 
ptoof. Let Gi, i = I, 2, be distinct groups isomorphic to G via g +giv and let x be 
the automorphism of G1 X G, given by 
x :R+Q !+h,g2, g,hEG. 
Then W = W(G, X G2) is isomorphic to G ‘I (Z/22). For y E f = Aut G define the 
rnaip y* of W into itself by 
C&~ $)Y* = Xi(gY)l VW* l 
Then * is an embedding of I’ into Aut W. Let * also denote the canonical map of G, 
in to the inner automorphism group of W. Then * : G, + Gt is a I’+-isomorphism, 
G*W”*=W,andth b e su group G*r* of Aut W is isomorphic to Ho1 G. 
2.10. Rcvnurk on the USC ~&kvvtin,& Thtwmn. In the proof 2.8 of Theorem 1 .I 
we can avoid quoting Jennings’ Theorem in the following way. Ail we used is the 
following special WC: Let N be a torsion-free nilpotent&-group and set II equa! to 
the augmentation ideal of N in Rib’; then there exists a positive integer k with 
MyI t n”)=(l). 
This fact can easily be derived from 2.7 as follows (also althou& all we require is 
the case R = R,, the proof indicated below works for any ring R with an identity). 
Let d denote the nilpotency class of N and r the sum of the ranks of the upper cen- 
tral factors of A’. We show that k = I + c f c2 f . . . + Pi suffices, where c = $6(&l). 
Let 7’ be any finitely generated subgroup of IV. T contains an abelian normal sub- 
group A such that A = Crj.4 ‘5. Since centralizers in T are isolated, T/A is torsion-free. 
Hence 7’ has a normal series A = A 0 C A, C . . . C A, = 7’ with s < r (and possibly 
zro) and with each Ai/.+_* infinite cyclic. Let Ai+t = Ai (Ui) for each i and let ari 
denote the automorphism of &4, induced by conjugation by ai. If Q[i has finite ordler, 
then a!O’l E CT(A) = .4 . This cant radicts the torsion-freeness of T/A. Consequently, 
A i+l if isomorphic to the subgroup Ai (cwi) of Hoi A,. 
Let a’i denote the augmentation ideal of Ai in RAi. Cieariy A, n (, 1 + a$ = { 111. 
Suppose that “4, n (I + 13:‘) = (I). If we can show that Ai+, n (1 + ~f$‘) = { I), 
where tl+l = 1 + Cti* then by induction we have T n (I + t’“) = (11, where t is the 
augmentation idea1 of T in RT. Since this is for every finitely generated subgroup 
T of N, we will have shown that A’ n ( 1 + I@) = ( 1). 
Set tli = RAi( [Ai,i Ai+ I ] - 1 ), SO t1.0 = Oi and tld = {O). Ai+l acts faithfully on 
R4 Jna via the action described in the proof of 2.6. Also the computations in 2.7 
show that 
Since Ai,, acts faithfully on RA J r~fi , this shows that 
3. Finitely presented groups 
3.1. Lemma. Jf z is a nortMviai unipntertt element of GL(n. Q), rhert SB Q(z) is iso- 
morphic IO tie additive group of Q. 
This is well known. Let qn denote the map of Q into Tr, (n, Q) given by arp, = 
(aij), where 
64 
1 ala- 1) . . . (a--i ++I) 
\ _.“._----_1 ___I_- ^_,.. .I . (i-j)! 
if i >j. 
Direct computation shows that Qci?n = 94&n( f. )). where J,( 1) is the II X II Jordan 
matrix with eigeuvahic 1and n > I. Note that a21 = a. so ‘u”,~ is irtjcctivc with inverse 
map given by (cr$ i+ a21 provided n > I. 
In general there exists x E GL@, Q) with P = diag (J,,, (I ), . . ..J..( I )), where 
‘rl > l.Thus 
Roof. Since c^ is nilpotent, G is subnormal in 6, say G = G, <3 Gi 4 . . . 4 G, = 6. 
Trivially each G&_, is periodic. Suppose that Gj_IC_G. Then (!? = dQ(Gi_, ) and 
so Gi normaiiz~ c. By [ I7,6.4. (4.61 the group G&~/G is isomorphic to a unipotcnt 
finear group over Q and hence is torsion-free. Therefore Ci C G. This shows that 
c”;cG. 
-~IfC = ( I ), the result is trivial., so assume otherwise. Thus G contains a non-trivial 
central clement . Set 2 = &$z)_ Then 2 is a central subgroup of c and there 
exists by [ 1?,6.4,6.6), again, a rational representation p of c with kernel Z onto 
a unipoten! linear group over Q. Clearly Gp c SQ &$) and by induction on the 
Hirsch number of G we may assume that every t,ron-trivial cyclk subgroup of __ 
&$‘GP) intersects Gp non-trivially. Itcncc if g E G , there exist x E G, ,J’ E % and a 
positive integer I satisfyinggJ =x_v. By 3.1 the group 2 is isomorphic to Q, so 
_P E (z) 5 G for some positive intcgcr s. Furthcry is central in G’ and hence 
K fr = .x-~J*$ E 6’. But clearly 6 
that 6 = c. 
2 Tr 1 (11, Q); consequently g E cf. We have shown 
Proof. Clearly &(C) = G 9&‘). Also G” is unipotcnt, so sQz(c;O) is a finitely 
gencratcd nilpotcnt group. Moreover, by 3.2 every non-trivial cyclic subgroup of 
&(G”) intersects Go non-trivially. Thus G” has finite index in d Z(GO), and cm- 
scqucntly G has finite index in $(C). 
3.4. We recall the f&lowing facts about finitely presented groups. 
In what follows, normalizers and centralizers with an asterisk subscript are to be 
taken in GL@, 2). so for example X*(G) denotes &--J(~~ z,(C). Also, if X/k’ is a 
factw crf sornc group G, then C,(X#W) stands for the su’bgroup 
Roof. Set X = U(G). Then N is a closed subgroup of (7 that is normal in N*(G). By 
2.3 there exists a normal subgroup M of X*(G) such that N C M 5 G and G/M amd 
,Yr(G)Ie,~,(C,(12?111r, are finite. Put S = C*(G/N). It follows from the theory of 
stability groups that (.C+(M/il\r) f? C*(G/bf))/S is a finitely generated abelian group 
and trivially IvJG))iC~(~G~,W’) iz finite. Therefore &(G)/S is a finitely generated 
abeiian-by-finite group. 
bt E denote the Zariski closure of N in CL@, Z). By 3.3 the index @Iv, is 
tlnite. Thus t? = (G&v: G) is finite. Further GLq is polycyclic-by-finite, and hence G@ 
contains onIy a finite number of subgroups of index e. Therefore (N,(Gis) : N,(Q) 
is finite. The subgroup C = C,(GN@) of N,(G@ is Zariski closed in GL(n. Z), for 
example by [ 17,s. 1 Cl] , and D = C f~ N+(G) has finite index in C. There remains 
only to prove that S = D. But clearly S C_ D and 
[G,D]cGnN=N, - 
the final equality following from the ciosedness of N in G. Thus S = D, and the 
lemma is proved. 
3.6. Corollary [ 1 1. ‘131~ uutomzrphisrn group i* of a pc,ly~~l)~iic-b_v-fi,lite group G 
is jinite1.v preset ed. 
in fact 3.6 follows from 3.7 below, but it may make thcl basic structure of the 
proof of 3.7 clearer if we prove 3.6 separately first. 
Proof. By 1 .il there exists for some integer ~1 an embedding of Ho1 G into CL@, 2). 
and with an abuse of notation we shall regard Hoi G as a subgroup of CL(rt, Z). By 
3.5 there exists a subgroup S of finite index in a Zariski closed subgroup C of 
GLi(rt, Z) with C*(G) CJ S <3 i?‘*(C) and IV&)/~ tlnitely generated and abelian-by- 
finite. By a theorem af Bore1 and N&&handra (see [ 3. p. 141) Zariski closed 
subgroups of cL(rr, Z), and in particular C and C&(C) are finitely presented. By 
3.4(b) the gruup S is finitely presented. Hence N*(G) is finitely presented by 3.J(d 1 
;tnd 3.3(a). Finaliy 1‘ SE N,(C)/C,fG) is finitely presented by 3.4(c). 
3.7. Roof of 1.5. There exists an integer tt for which Ii01 G can be embedded into 
CL@, Z) and again we shall abuse our notation and regard Ho1 G as a subgroup of 
GL(rl, Z). Clearly there is no 10s~ of generality in assuming that G = Xi for some i. 
Put Yi = r n GS,. Then GX, = GI’i and A’r.f.Yi) C il’lt(.Yl). Thus we may also assume 
that for each i there existsj with Yi = .Yj. 
By 3.5 there exists a normal subgroup& ofiV&Xi) containing C&Y,) such that 
&(,Y$!$ is a finitely generated abelian-by-finite group, and such that Si has finite 
index in some Zariski closed subgroup Ci of GL@, 2). if x E X, then x = .Q;+ for 
some xc; E G and xI’ E I’. Set X, = (xc’ : x E A-) and X, = {x1.: x E S-j. Put 
Clearly K fi &Si has finite index in the closed subgroup K n n$‘, of$IIL(n, Zj. 
Hence 3.4(b) acd the Borel- Harish-Chandra theorem imply that K n &St is finitely 
prese:lted. Also (K f7 &‘V&Yi))J(K n nisi) is finiteiy generated and abelian-by- 
finite. being isomorphic to a subgroup rlf the direc; product of the ~~‘*(Xi)/ti~i. Thus 
3.W) and 3.4d j yield that K (b Q&(X$ is finitely presented. 
Let 9 denote the natural projection ot !VJG) onto r along C,(G); 
Hence 
w c+(G’) n iv,( ‘i) C G,S’i) l 
Since ker q = C*(G) C K and% = Xi for some i, we have 
(9 ker q n K fi QcV,(Xi) = n&‘&Yi) . 
Also 9 induces the identity map on r and hence on each Yiq SO 
(3) (N*( Yi) f-7 N*(C))@ = Nr( Yi) . 
Hence if x fN,(Xi) nEI,(Y,.) n N*(G)+ then (x~P)x*’ E C*(G) niY*(‘ii, by (3), 
which is contained in C*(Xi) by (1). Thus Xr@ = Xy = Xi, and we have shown that 
(4) (oliiV*(Xi)) 9 = niN,,(Xi) . 
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Let c E C,.(X) and x E X. Then 
This shows chat 
AlSO 
Putting the pieces together we have the following. The map q induces a homo- 
morphism of K n n,Ne(Xi), which by (2) has kernel n&‘&Y,), and which by (5) 
and (4) maps into and hence onto C,(X) n fli !Vr.(Xj). Thus we have 
C,.(x) n fIiN,{Xi),~ (K n ni:\l,(~i))/n,c*(xi). 
Now K n niN,(X,.) we have shown above to be finitely presented, and fl,K’&Yi) is 
finitely genersted since it is closed in GL(n.2). Therefore 3.4(c) implies that 
C,(X) n ~iN,.~.%‘i) is finitely presented. 
3.8. Remark. in the situation in the proof of 3.6 (or 3.7). ifH is any Zariski closed 
subgroup of N*(G), then H and r‘ n K&Y) are both finitely presented. For set -- 
A = sQ#). Then C#~Vliv, is closed in CL@, Z) and so is finitely presented. 
Since (N&G!?) : N*(G)) is finite and N&Q n R = H, it foliows from 3.4(b) that 
CI,(GN/N) is finitely presented. But CH(GH/“;i = tl n S (recall that S = C*(C/A’)) 
and HI@/ n S) is isomorphic to a subgroup of N*(G)/.S. Therefore H is finitely pre- 
sented by 3.4(a) and 3.4(d). Finally C,,(C) =R n C+(G) is closed in CL@, Z) and so 
is finitely presented, Consequently 3.4(c) implies that r n H&(G) 2 H/C+,(G) is 
finitely presented. 
3.9. Proof of 1.6. Clearly it suffices to exhibit a subgroup iV of G = PGL(2.Z) with 
./V&V) =N and N/C&V) not finitely generated. Now S = BL(2,Z) is the free pro- 
duct of a cyclic group (x) of order 2 and a cyclic group <y> of order 3 (cf. [IO, p. 
46, Ex. 19(O)] ). u se a bar to denote the natural projection of G onto G/S’r. Put 
N = NG(&‘. y I). Since c is an extension of a free abelian group by a group of order 
12, the only subgroup of N of order 3 is t-t;). 
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t tence we have 
and so N is equal tu its normalizer in G. 
Since (G : S’) is finite, it suffices to show that S’ (9 X is not finitely generated 
module its centre. Now S’ is a non-cyclic: free group and S” c S’ (1 N C 5”. so 
S’ n N has no centre. and it suffic?es to prove that the index (S’: S’ f7 X) is infinite 
(cf. [to, EX, 29, p. It?]). CteartY SY n;c’ 
. _.. r =jj’.i;, then fg, jTIr = 
= Cg.@). Ifg f S’ and WE 2’ satisfy 
?‘!!I 1 since .!?’ is abelian. Aa it is also torsion-free we have 
that g E A’ and (S’:S’ n A’) is either infinite or one. In the latter case c,iQ is cturacter- 
._- 1 
istic in 6 , _C >. whictt is normal in s . Thus S C .Y by the definition uf Y. But then 
.r E X and .T = tX. jY, has order 6. This contradiction completes the proof of f .b. 
3.10. Proof of 1.7. Let G = (G’) ‘z W be the restricted wreath product of twcj mtjnite 
Lqclic groups. There exists by the theorem of 121 a finitely presented metabehan 
group P containing G as a subgroup. If T is the torsion subgroup of the derived group 
Y’ of P. then clearly T fl G = (1). Further, by the main result of 141 ,P satisfies the 
maximal condition ott norntal subgroups. o r,lT is atso finitely presented. Hence we 
may assume that P’ is torsion-free. Then P has a faithful representation f finite de- 
gree over C by [ 141. 
f’ has no faithful representation of finite degree over A since G‘ does not. To see 
this, suppose that G 5 U&z, A). By the Lie-Kolchin theorem [IX 5.8] q G has a 
triangular normal subgroup of finite index m, say. Since G is isomorphic to its sub- 
group tarn, bTl this implies that Tt(n, A) contains a subgroup N isomorphic to G. 
Since M is finitely generated, in fact H c Tr(n,Ir) for some finite extension field F 
of Q. Then II’ C Trl (n, t*), and the latter group is nilpotent of finite rank, while H 
is a free abelian group of infinite rank. This contradiction proves the point. 
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